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Abstract
In this research paper, we propose novel features based on information theory for image retrieval. We propose the novel concept of
“probabilistic ﬁltering”. We propose a hybrid approach for image retrieval that combines annotation approach with content based
image retrieval approach. Also rough set theory is proposed as a tool for audio/video object retrieval from multi-media databases.
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1. Introduction
With the advent of audio, video recording technologies, every day large collection of images are generated by various
organizations. Thus, to access and utilize the information, there is increasing need to organize it in a manner that
allows efﬁcient browsing, searching and retrieval. The Data Base Management (DBMS) and computer vision research
communities study image retrieval from different angles, one being text-based and the other being visual based.
In the text based image retrieval approach, the images are ﬁrst annotated by text and then use text based DBMS to
perform image retrieval. In this research direction many advances such as data modeling, multi-dimensional indexing
and query evaluation are proposed. However, when the size of image collection is large (millions of images), the
annotation based approach presents two difﬁculties: (i) amount of labor required for manual image annotation, (ii) rich
content in images and subjectivity of human perception. As the size of image collection became large, the above two
difﬁculties became more and more acute. To overcome these difﬁculties, Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) was
proposed. In this approach, images would be indexed by their own visual content such as color, texture etc. In CBIR,
there are three main tasks: Visual feature extraction, Multi-dimensional indexing and retrieval system design.
There are two types of features: text based features (keywords, annotation etc.) and visual features (color, texture,
shape, objects etc.). There is a rich literature on text-based feature extraction in DBMS and Information Retrieval
(IR) research communities. Visual feature extraction involves general features (such as color, texture, shape etc.) and
domain speciﬁc features (such as human faces, ﬁnger prints, gestures etc.). In this research paper, we argue that a
“hybrid” approach based on annotation of groups of images and CBIR enables “faster” image retrieval and scalable to
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“incremental” image collections. Also, we propose some interesting novel features associated with image histogram.
Further rough set based approach to object (audio, video) retrieval in multi-media databases is discussed.
This research paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some novel features associated with images are discussed.
Hierarchical features are proposed for fast image retrieval. In Section 3, an interesting and promising hybrid approach
for image retrieval is proposed (that combines the annotation based approach with CBIR). In Section 4, rough set
theory is proposed as a tool for audio/video object retrieval in multi-media databases. The research paper concludes in
Section 5.
2. Motivation and Literature Survey
The research area of CBIR has been subjected to intense research efforts by the Computer Vision and other research
communities. One of the central topics in that effort deals with extraction of similarity measures between images.
Effectively most of the approaches are based on extraction of discriminatory features from the images. Features based
on texture information6 are also very popular3,4.
Histogram is one of the effective summaries of pixel intensity distribution over the image traditionally researchers
proposed arriving at a normalized histogram (to be explained in the next section). It also provides a non-parametric
statistical summary of information in an image. Once such a statistical summary is available, researchers effectively
relied on computing moments as well as central moments (using the normalized histogram). Such quantities were
utilized to determine the similarity measures.
3. Image Retrieval: Information Theory
• To the best of our knowledge, in the image retrieval literature, no one has “thoroughly” investigated the utilization
of information theoretic similarity measures associated with the normalized histogram. In this research paper, we
propose to contribute to that effort. Also, we propose the idea of investigating the effect of change of bin size on
the normalized histogram.
• Utilizing the fact that normalized histogram constituted a probability mass function, various course grain, ﬁne
grain features of utility in image retrieval are proposed.
• Given the fact that histogram is affected by various forms of noise (such as impulsive noise), we propose to
counter its affects. The concept of “PROBABILISTIC FILTERING” is proposed.
• As in the case of information theory, the effect of noise on the image is captured using an IMAGE CHANNEL
MATRIX. The mutual information associated with such a matrix provides the “channel capacity”.
4. Audio/Video Object Retrieval from Databases: Rough Set Theory
• The concept of rough set was proposed to extract information from the information table in databases. In recent
years, the technological idea of “multi-media” databases was proposed. There are several implementations of
such databases. It is realized by the authors that the uncertainty associated with audio/video retrieval from
multi-media databases is best captured using the concept of rough set. Thus, we propose rough set theory based
approaches to retrieve desired information from such databases. To our knowledge rough set theoretic framework
for audio/video retrieval from multi-media databases has not been “thoroughly” investigated in the literature.
• It is expected that powerful tools developed in rough set theory could be invoked for audio/video object retrieval
from multi-media databases.
5. Extraction of Novel Hierarchical Features
In designing and building web-scale CBIR engines, it is necessary to be able to compute and decide the similarity
between images as fast as possible. Thus, through utilization of course grain features to ﬁne grain features, the vast
collection of images (in the data base) are searched for similarity as fast as possible.
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• Local/Global Histogram: Novel Feature Extraction:
Consider the global/local histogram5 associated with an image/sub-image. Normalized global/local histogram is
computed in the following manner.
Consider the frequency of pixels in various bins (based on grey level values). Normalize those numbers by the total
number of grey level values in the image/sub-image. Thus, on normalization, these values add upto one. Hence, we
arrive at a Probability Mass Function (PMF). Let us denote such a summarization as Normalized Histogram.
• Optimal Bin Size for Histogram:
As the bin size decreases, the normalized histogram varies. For most images, there is a limit to the bin size below
which the normalized histogram will not change. Such a bin size could be termed as the“optimal” bin size. It should
be realized that “optimal bin size” always exists with the bin size in degenerate case being equal to “one”.
• Concept of Non-Uniform Histogram:
In most of there search papers related to image processing, the bin size for computing the histogram of an image is
kept constant. But we feel that based on the prior information on the pixel intensity distribution, we can arrive at the
novel concept of “NON-UNIFORM HISTOGRAM” in which the bin size is variable. Speciﬁcally, in the region where
the pixel intensity value is highly variable, the bin size is kept small.
• Information Theoretic Measures: Image Retrieval
Compute the Shan non entropy of the normalized histogram. Such entropy value will be maximum for uniform
probability distribution. It should be clear that such an entropy measure depends only on the pixel intensity distribution
into various bins. Thus, using ﬁnitely many intervals for such measure, classify the images into ﬁnitely many classes.
Speciﬁcally, we can divide the images into the following: (i) those for which the normalized histogram is close to a
uniform distribution, (ii) those for which the normalized histogram is close the degenerate PMF and soon. Since Shan
non entropy is invariant for all permutations of the probabilities, we consider the following more ﬁner measure.
Given, two such Probability Mass Functions associated with images/sub-images, we are interested in computing the
“similarity” between two such images. Let the associated random variables be denoted as X,Y .
• One such similarity measure is the so called Kullback-Leibler divergence K (X,Y ) or also called as the cross
entropy. Such a similarity measure potentially provides an interesting summarization of how distant are the two
images/sub-images.
• It is well known that K − L divergence is not symmetric i.e. K (X,Y ) is not equal to K (Y, X).
This undesirable property can be eliminated using the so called Jeffrey Divergence, denoted as J (X,Y ). It is denoted
as
J (X,Y ) = K (X,Y ) + K (Y, X).
• In the case of color histograms, the K-L divergence between three probability mass functions (normalized
histograms) are computed and utilized to measure the similarity between color images/sub-images7–9.
• It is conceivable that other types of entropy such as T s all is entropy, Renyii entropy could be more suitable for
certain image retrieval applications.
• Remark: In probability theory and statistics literature, there are various other distance measures between
probability mass functions. Some of them are relevant to capturing the similarity between images. They are
identiﬁed by the authors. For the purposes of brevity, extensive listing of suitable metrics is avoided.
• Hierarchical Similarity Measures between Images/ Sub-images.
In image retrieval, color histogram is one of the frequently used color feature representation. Statistically, it
denotes the joint probability distribution of the intensities of 3-color channels7.
(A) Using the joint probability distributions, ordinary and central moments of the normalized histograms
(associated probability mass functions) can be computed quickly and compared/matched.
(B) Once moments match to a certain degree of tolerance, relatively ﬁne grain features can be extracted
incrementally. Let Z be a random variable associated with the normalized histogram. Given two limiting values
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of pixel intensities {m, n}
Probability {m < Z < n}
is computed. This quantity can be used as a similarity measure. In summary, divide the range of pixel values into
ﬁnitely many intervals with each interval size being a multiple of the bin size. For simplicity, we can assume that
the interval size is constant. For such intervals, determine the probability mass mentioned above. Using such a
similarity measure, the images are classiﬁed into ﬁnitely many classes.
• Pruning the Histogram:
Renormalization of Histogram: Consider the bins in which the number of pixel values is below a limit. Set
the pixel count in those bins to be zero. Renormalize the histogram to arrive at a pruned histogram. We can also
extract connected regions of the normalized histogram where the probability mass is above a limit.
We propose utilization of hierarchical general features (color, texture etc.) as well as hierarchical do main
speciﬁc features (face, ﬁnger print etc.) for fast image retrieval.
Mathematical Model:
• Concept of PROBABILISTIC FILTERING: FILTERING NOISY HISTOGRAM
Let the normalized histogram of an image correspond to a random variable X . Since the image is corrupted by noise,
it will affect the histogram and thus also, the normalized histogram. Let the noise be additive and modeled as a noise
random variable N . Thus, we have
Y = X + N, where Y is the noise corrupted random variable.
From the probability theory literature, we know that the probability mass function of random variable Y is the
convolution of probability mass functions of random variables X and N .
We add a random variable W to the noise corrupted random variable Y in an effort to extract the random variable X .
Thus, let the estimate of random variable X (from the random variable Y ) be denoted by ̂X . We have that
̂X = Y + W.
It is clear that if random variable W equals the negative of random variable N i.e. if W = −N , then the random
variable X is perfectly estimated.
The problem formulation is to decide the “optimal” random variable W . Some interesting optimality criteria are
• Mean Squared Error i.e. E(X − ̂X)2 or
• Mean Absolute Error i.e. E(|X − ̂X |).
Since, we know the noise corrupted normalized histogram (i.e. probability mass function corresponding to the random
variable Y ), we need to convolve it with the probability mass function of random variable W to arrive at an optimal
estimate of the random variable X . It is clear that
E(X − ̂X )2 = E(N + W )2 = E(N2) + E(W 2) + 2E(NW )
Thus, the optimal (in the above sense) choice of W is such that
E(NW ) = − E(N
2) + E(W 2)
2
Given the variances (σ 2N , σ
2
W ), mean (μN , μW ) of the random variables N , W respectively, the Minimum Mean
Squared Error estimate can be easily determined from the above expression.
Effectively, we would like to convolve the observed normalized histogram (noise corrupted) of random variable Y
with that of OPTIMAL random variable W . The exact solution depends on the available statistical description of the
probability mass function of noise random variable N .
Based on known approaches in signal processing, this problem is attempted for complete solution.
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• Information Theoretic Model: Image Channel Matrix:
The noise affecting the normalized histogram can also be captured using image channel matrix.
It is clear that noise garbles the pixels in one bin into another bin with certain probability.
Let qi j denote the probability that pixels in bin ‘i ’ are garbled into pixels in bin ‘ j ’.
Thus
Q = {qi j }
denotes the image channel matrix. Using the information theoretic approach, the “capacity” associated with a
noise channel can easily be deﬁned and determined.
6. Hybrid Approach for Image Retrieval
With technological advances and the deployment of World Wide Web, there is proliferation of audio, image and video
collections (millions of images) stored in databases. Thus, there is increasing need for fast algorithms for Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). It is thus clear that the existing CBIR approach (indexing the images by their own
visual content such as color, texture etc.) is not scalable.
• It is very well known that search space exploration becomes fast when the data are arranged in the form of a
tree data structure. Recently, in popular CBIR approaches, local region descriptors (features) are hierarchically
quantized in a vocabulary tree. The feature based vocabulary tree allows scalability (of image retrieval) to large
image collections. In such an approach, an important property is that the tree directly deﬁnes quantization.
The quantization and indexing are fully integrated “Broad” annotation of a group of images by text-based
keywords/descriptors can be performed efﬁciently. The text based keyword tree provides an effective data
structure to hierarchically organize a vast collection of images.
• Our effective idea is to merge the text based vocabulary tree (for annotation) and image feature based vocabulary
trees at various Depths. We can color the nodes of the tree for faster retrieval.
• Such a merged tree can be incrementally expanded as and when the image collection becomes larger (Effectively
annotation tree at certain nodes is imbedded with visual feature tree to enable fast retrieval).
• Also, Multiple Attribute Tree can be utilized for providing effective organization of data.
• Tree merging and tree splitting can be performed to arrive at a “forest” that can be effectively searched. As and
when new images are presented, the forest can be expanded.
Once similarity values are determined, then comes the problem of classifying a target set of images (or more generally
audio/image/video objects). We now propose rough set based approach for classiﬁcation.
7. Multi-Media Data Bases: Rough Set Theory
In multi-media databases, the objects correspond to audio ﬁles, image/video ﬁles, text etc. As in the case of commercial
ORACLE databases, the information system (Feature/Attribute—Value System) can be represented by an information
Table of the following form:
Object F–1 F–2 F—3 F—4 F–5
O-1 3 4 5 2 2
O-2 3 4 5 2 2
O-3 4 5 5 2 5
O-4 5 5 3 4 3
O-5 4 3 5 4 3
O-6 5 5 3 4 4
O-7 4 5 5 3 5
O-8 5 3 4 4 3
O-9 4 3 5 4 4
O-10 4 5 5 3 5
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The above information table (corresponding to audio/video/text objects) summarizes the correspondence between
features and objects, based on the values in the table.
For instance, when full set of features {F—1, F—2, F—3, F—4, F—5} is considered, the following equivalence
classes are obtained:
{O-1, O-2} , {O-3, O-7, O-10}, {O-4} , {O-5}, {O-6}, {O-8}, {O-9}
Thus, based on the above set of features, the two audio/video objects in the equivalence class {O-1, O-2} cannot be
distinguished from each other. But the objects {O-4}, {O-5}, {O-6}, {O-8}, {O-9} are discernible from other objects.
• The choice of different sets of features leads to different equivalence (indiscernibility) classes of objects i.e. with
that choice of features, certain sets of objects belong in certain class. For instance, if only one feature {F–1} is
considered, we obtain a much “coarser” equivalence class structure.
{O-1, O-2} , {O-3, O-5, O-7, O-9, O-10}, {O-4, O-6, O-8}
• Application of Rough Set Theory in Multi-Media Databases:
We are told that an arbitrary set of objects Y comprises a single class and we would like to express Y using the
equivalence classes induced by feature subset F . It should be noted that, in general, Y cannot be expressed exactly,
because the set may include and exclude objects which are indistinguishable on the basis of the feature set F .
Q: From the point of view of a given set Y of audio, video objects, what is the best lower and upper set
approximations of Y given the equivalence class structure induced by a set of features F .
Rough set theory provides an answer to the above question. Let us consider an example.
Consider the target set Y = {O-1, O-2, O-3, O-4} and the full set of features i.e. {F–1, F–2, F–3, F–4, F–5}.
Skipping the details, the rough-set approximation of the set of objects Y is given in the following manner:
• F lower Y = {O-1, O-2}U{O-4} and
• F upper Y = {O-1, O-2}U{O-4}U{O-3, O-7, O-10}.
Thus, the rough set approximating Y is <F lower Y , F upper Y >.
• Therefore, we expect that the concepts of rough set theory can be effectively applied (for instance the decision
rules) for retrieval of objects in multi-media databases. We are currently experimenting with image databases of
various sizes.
Now be brieﬂy discuss fuzzy logic based ideas for image retrieval.
• Fuzzy Logic Based Approach for Image Retrieval:
In the traditional method of comparing images, the similarity measure value is compared with a threshold. If it exceeds
a certain threshold, the images are considered to be similar, otherwise they are considered to be dissimilar. Thus, this
approach is based on “crisp” similarity set formulation.
We model the similarity between images as a fuzzy set. The associated membership function captures similarity
value based on the extracted similarity value. Fuzzy Neural Networks are trained for classiﬁcation of input images into
various classes.
• Concept of Rough Neural Networks:
In view of the fact that fuzzy neural networks found many interesting applications, we propose the concept of rough
neural networks. In such networks, rough sets are effectively utilized for representing the variables (inputs, weights)
in the neural network architecture.
8. Conclusion
In this research paper, some information theory based features are proposed for image retrieval. Also, a hybrid
approach combining textual annotation and CBIR is presented for image retrieval. Rough set theory is proposed as
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a tool for retrieval of audio/video objects from multi-media databases. Fuzzy logic based approach for extracting
the similarity measures is proposed. The concept of rough neural networks is proposed. Detailed experimental
investigation based on the ideas in this research paper should provide a better approach to image retrieval and more
generally audio/image/video object retrieval in multi-media databases.
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